PREVIOUS FINDINGS
Major Finding: Motivation

- External
- Social Support
- Mentorship
- Finding Their Subject
- Internal
COMPETING PRIORITIES
“EYE BYTE CULTURE”

-Dr. Maryanne Wolfe, Tufts
SKIMMING & SCANNING
COMPETING PRIORITIES: FEELINGS

- Frustrated
- Stressed
- Excited
- Confident
- Intellectual
- Annoyed
- Overwhelmed
- Relaxed
- Curious
- Confused
- Unhappy
- Unexcited
- Limitless
- Random
- Melancholic
- Tired
- Proud
- Indecisive
- Time-consuming
METHOD
PARTICIPATORY DESIGN
College students working in teams to design their ideal search experience

QUALITATIVE SURVEYS
Four samples, each focusing on a specific concept

CONCEPT VALIDATION
Ideas based on findings validated (or not!) in additional rounds
SEARCH   EVALUATE   TAKE IT TO GO
RESEARCH GOALS:
ecofeminism

a philosophical and political movement that combines ecological concerns with feminist ones, regarding both as resulting from male domination of society.
The Right Amount & Next Steps

T. S. Eliot - Wikipedia
Thomas Stearns Eliot OM (26 September 1888 – 4 January 1965) was a British essayist, publisher, playwright, literary and social critic, and "one of the twentieth ... The Love Song of J. Alfred ‧ The Waste Land ‧ The Hollow Men ‧ Valerie Eliot

T. S. Eliot - Poet | Academy of American Poets
https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poet/t-s-eliot
Thomas Stearns Eliot was born in St. Louis, Missouri, on September 26, 1888. ... His first book of poems, Prufrock and Other Observations, was published in 1917, and immediately established him as a leading poet of the avant-garde. ... His poems in many respects articulated the ...

T. S. Eliot | Poetry Foundation
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems-and-poets/poets/detail/t-s-eliot
When T. S. Eliot died, wrote Robert Giroux, "the world became a lesser place." Certainly the most imposing poet of his time, Eliot was revered by Igor Stravinsky ...

T.S. Eliot - Biographical
Features a picture and short biography, along with a transcript of the acceptance speech Eliot delivered when presented with the Nobel Prize in Literature in ...

T. S. Eliot
Essayist
Thomas Stearns Eliot OM was a British essayist, publisher, playwright, literary and social critic, and "one of the twentieth century's major poets". Wikipedia

Born: September 26, 1888, St. Louis, MO
Died: January 4, 1965, Kensington, London, United Kingdom

Quotes
View 7+ more
RESULTS
Ecofeminism - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecofeminism
Ecofeminism is a term that links feminism with ecology. Its advocates say that paternalistic/capitalistic society has led to a harmful split between nature and culture.
Definition · History · Major critiques · Concepts

Women and Life on Earth: what is ecofeminism?
www.wloe.org · English · About us
*Ecofeminism is an activist and academic movement that sees critical connections between the domination of nature and the exploitation of women.... Ecofeminist activism grew during the 1980s and 1990s among women from the anti-nuclear, environmental, and lesbian-feminist movements.

Ecofeminism on the green fuse
www.thegreenfuse.org/ecoef.htm
Ecofeminism. There is no single definition of ecofeminism, and ecofeminists may well disagree with at least some of the explanations I give in this section, but there ...

ecofeminism | sociology and environmentalism | Britannica.com
https://www.britannica.com/topic/ecoefeminism
Nov 14, 2013 · Ecofeminism, also called ecological feminism, branch of feminism that examines the connections between women and nature. Its name was ...

The Growing Importance of Ecofeminism - Voices for Biodiversity
voicesforbiodiversity.org/articles/the-growing-importance-of-ecoefeminism
Oct 22, 2012 · Ecofeminism puts forth the idea that life in nature is maintained through cooperation, mutual care and love. It is an activist and academic ...

Gender | Intersecting Disciplines | Yale Forum on Religion and Ecology
fore.yale.edu/disciplines/gender/
Gender. Ecofeminism: An Overview Lois Ann Lorentzen University of San Francisco and. Heather Eaton Saint Paul University. Ecofeminism is an activist and ...

What Is Ecofeminism? | 1 Million Women
Feb 13, 2017 · Ecofeminism, established by French feminist Francois d'Eaubonne in the 1970s, is a relatively new form of feminist theory. It caught the eye of ...
1. Ecofeminism / Maria Mies and Vandana Shiva.
   Summary: This groundbreaking work remains as relevant today as when it was first published. Two of Zed’s best-known authors argue that ecological destruction and industrial catastrophes cons...
   Subjects: Ecofeminism; Economic development -- Social aspects; North and south
   Request this item through Interlibrary loan  Retrieve Catalog Item  PlumX Metrics
   Location  Call No.  Status
   Main 5th floor  HQ1233 .M53 2014  Available

2. Ecofeminism : towards integrating the concerns of women, poor people, and nature into development / [by] Jytte Nhanenge.
   Summary: "Ecofeminism is for those who desire to improve their understanding of the current crises of poverty, environmental destruction, violence, and human rights abuses, and their causes. It i..."
   Subjects: Women environmentalists; Ecofeminism; Human ecology; Women in development; Women -- Social conditions; Women -- Economic conditions; Sustainable development; Environmentalism; Conservation of natural resources; Economic development -- Moral and ethical aspects; Social planning -- Moral and ethical aspects;

**Author:** Ian Basheti  
**Journal:** Tropical Journal of Pharmaceutical Research  
**Date:** Sep 2015

**About:** To investigate types and prevalence of psychological distresses endured by Syrian refugees at Alzatary Camp in Jordan. Methods: This observational study was conducted over a period of 2...

**Subjects:** REFUGEES -- Psychology; SYRIAN refugees; CAMPS; RESEARCH; PSYCHOTHERAPY -- Research; DISTRESS (Psychology); Recreational (except hunting and fishing) and vacation camps; Recreational and Vacation Camps (except Campgrounds)

Term "syrian refugees" appears **54 Times**

138 Citations  
1,237 Views

**EASILY SCANNABLE = MORE INFO**

Author: Ian Basheti  
Journal: Tropical Journal of Pharmaceutical Research  
Date: Sep 2015

About: To investigate types and prevalence of psychological distresses endured by Syrian refugees at Alzatary Camp in Jordan. Methods: This observational study was conducted over a period of 2...

Subjects: REFUGEES -- Psychology; SYRIAN refugees; CAMPS; RESEARCH; PSYCHOTHERAPY -- Research; DISTRESS (Psychology); Recreational (except hunting and fishing) and vacation camps; Recreational and Vacation Camps (except Campgrounds)
Psychological Impact of Life as Refugees: A Pilot Study on a Syrian Camp in Jordan.

**Author:** Ian Basheti  
**Journal:** Tropical Journal of Pharmaceutical Research  
**Date:** Sep 2015

**About:** To investigate types and prevalence of psychological distresses endured by Syrian refugees at Alzatary Camp in Jordan. Methods: This observational study was conducted over a period of 2...

**Subjects:** REFUGEES -- Psychology; SYRIAN refugees; CAMPS; RESEARCH; PSYCHOTHERAPY -- Research; DISTRESS (Psychology); Recreational (except hunting and fishing) and vacation camps; Recreational and Vacation Camps (except Campgrounds)

Term "syrian refugees" appears 54 Times

**Citations:** 138  
**Views:** 1,237  
**Readers:** 996  
**Comments:** 3

**SIMPLE IS BEST.**
FILTERS 5
WHY DON'T STUDENTS FILTER?

#FOMO

WHY DON'T STUDENTS FILTER?
Imperial Secrets: Vampires and Nationhood in Puerto Rico.

Authors: Derby, Lauren


Historical Period: 1994 to 1996

Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: Belief & doubt -- Social aspects
Chupacabras
Superstition
United States -- Foreign relations
Puerto Rico -- Foreign relations
Imperialism
Betrayal
Folklore
Puerto Rico -- Politics & government
Mythology
Vampires

Geographic Terms: Northern Mexico
Puerto Rico

Abstract: Examines the belief in a local vampire named El Chupacabra that was held responsible for a large number of livestock deaths in Puerto Rico and Mexico in 1994. The story of the three people in other areas, notably northern belief extensively in both the English and Spanish media. It suggests that the myth arose as a reflection of the concerns of the population with the clandestine activities of the US government at military bases in Puerto Rico.

Notes: Secondary sources, 91 notes.

Author Affiliations: 1Assistant Professor of History, University of California, Los Angeles

ISSN: 0031-2746

SECOND POINT OF TRIAGE
CONTENT ON THE RIGHT = LESS ATTENTION ELSEWHERE

T. S. Eliot - Poet | Academy of American Poets
https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poet/t-s-eliot
Thomas Stearns Eliot was born in St. Louis, Missouri, on September 26, 1888. ... His first book of poems, Prufrock and Other Observations, was published in 1917, and immediately established him as a leading poet of the avant-garde. ... His poems in many respects articulated the ...
TAKEAWAYS, CONTACT INFO & QUESTIONS
TAKEAWAYS

Google is hugely influential. It’s a place where students feel confident.

Students are seeking efficiency. Tools & habits have to make them more efficient to be adopted.

Autonomy is essential. Students want enough information to make decisions for themselves.

Simplicity is key. More information does not mean better design.

It’s all about the next steps. Students want a path forward.

Motivation & emotion play a role in the research process. Keeping those in mind when designing for our users can alleviate anxiety.